Friday Night [under the] Lights…
2021

Happy Friday...
And hello to everyone from the land of Texas Snovid. It’s a Platinum level mess. If it
weren’t for the annoying physics of water and temperature, we’d be fine. Just sayin.
Kidding aside – It’s been quite a challenging week for the Lone Star State. We weren’t
built for snow. Or ice. Or slush. Or anything that’s happened this week. Hats off to
all our colleagues and everyone involved in taking care of their communities during all
of this. Looking at the weather earlier, it appears we’ve sent the arctic blast to our
friends in the northeast.
Let me know if you need any pointers about driving in snow.
So, I was thinking yesterday (when I was chipping this large icicle away from my outside faucet that I let
drip and suddenly realized maybe I’m supposed to leave it there – sort of like don’t pick a scab) about
what I would have said to a patient if I saw them in the ED a year ago and they said: “ Doc – a year from
now, you’re going to have the worst snow storm in history in Texas and the most massive infectious
pandemic the world has seen in generations. The vaccine for that infection has to be stored at -75
degrees, and people will be driving their cars to stadiums and waiting in long lines to get the shot. All
your meetings, weddings, court cases and school will be by video conference and there will be a run on
Lysol and toilet paper and when people get sick, they will be scared to go to a hospital because they’ll
get even sicker.”
I’d probably turn to my nurse colleague and whisper “can you give Psych a buzz?”
And I’d tell the patient I was going to have one of our consultants come down and talk to them.
And he’d say – “Wait – did you hear we landed on Mars yesterday?”
Alrightythen pal.
Seriously. Never in a million years would we have imagined. But here we are – and we will get through
all of this like we get through challenges unexpectedly hurled our way all the time.
And we’ll learn from it.
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For example, while boasting to my friend that I still had water because I have a well and I only had
intermittent electricity / internet issues… I learned that the water that comes up from that well is
moved out of the ground by…
An electric pump.
I’m a smarter Texas homeowner today…



Published data on anaphylaxis associated with the Vaccine

One of the early concerns about the vaccines was the possibility of an anaphylactic event related to
administration of the vaccine. For those of you who are non-clinical it’s a potentially life-threatening
allergic reaction that occurs within minutes of exposure to some sort of antigen or foreign substance.
Left untreated, there is a possibility of shock and death.
Early data was promising, but there were anecdotal reports of
several cases of anaphylaxis after vaccine administration.
The U.S. uses a tool, called the Vaccine Adverse Event
Reporting System (VAERS), to report and monitor all
significant events post immunization.
This past week, the Journal of the American Medical
Association (JAMA) published the experience with the
Moderna and Pfizer vaccines administered between December
14, 2020 and January 18, 2021. During this time, there were
9,943,247 Pfizer vaccines and 7,581,429 Moderna vaccines
given.
During that period, there were 66 cases of anaphylaxis
reported. 47 from Pfizer (4.7 cases per million vaccines) and 19
from Moderna (2.5 cases per million vaccines). Of note, 32% of
the cases had a prior history of anaphylaxis. 7 patients were
intubated and no patients died.
The authors concluded: “ When considered in the context of morbidity and mortality of COVID-19, the
benefits of vaccination far outweigh the risks of anaphylaxis, which is treatable.”
The JAMA paper shines another important light on one element of the safety profile of the two
currently available vaccines.
By the way, please get your vaccine when it’s available. It makes such a big difference.
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Look what I found! We now have a product line…



I’m going to call this next section “COVID Unplugged”.…

I think you’ll see why. I found this information fascinating and a bit “off the beaten path” of our COVID
journey.
When a novel (new) infectious agent is identified, scientists from all disciplines all over the world work
feverishly (probably picked the wrong word here, but it works) to identify the impact of the illness,
prevention and treatment approaches as well as epidemiologic surveillance tools.
Take a look at these…

•

Can your Apple Watch predict COVID?

•
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Enter the Warrior Watch Study. Our colleagues at Mt. Sinai are exploring the potential benefits of data
obtained by an Apple Watch in predicting the potential for COVID infection. The user downloads an
App that collects data from several questions each day and measures Heart Rate Variability.
From April 20 to Sept. 29, 2020, the participants had to answer a daily survey to provide details on the
presence of the potential coronavirus symptoms. The survey also provided feedback about other
factors such as exposure due to patient care and diagnostic test results.
The researchers did close monitoring on the
participants’ heart rate variability (HRV) using Apple
Watch’s onboard photoplethysmogram (PPG) optical
heart sensor .
The Warrior Watch Study was able to predict infections
up to a week before tests provided confirmed
diagnoses, but also revealed that participants' HRV
patterns normalized fairly quickly after their diagnosis,
returning to normal roughly one to two weeks following
their positive tests.
This is yet another fascinating potential application of “wearable technologies” as an illness surveillance
tool.
Imagine sitting (masked) at a friend’s house and your watch pings “You have COVID”…
Honey. I guess we should go …

•

And if you don’t have an Apple Watch – How about a COVID sniffing dog?

Dogs have a phenomenal sense of smell. From an evolutionary perspective, it’s believed that the
powerful sense of smell allows dogs to find their food and mates (the potential for some joke here is SO
tempting…).
Many vets describe a dogs sense of smell as equivalent to a humans use of sight. Dogs actually have
two different air passages in their nose – one for breathing and one for smelling. Unlike humans, the
“smelling” side can hold onto a scent for longer than we can. Dogs can also smell independently from
each nostril – allows them to know which direction a scent is coming from.
There are 300 Million scent receptors in the dog’s nose – 5 million in ours.
Finally, the olfactory cortex is larger in a dog than a human and vice versa for
the visual cortex.
Suffice it to say, a dog is a scent focused mammal and has the ability to
differentiate smells much better than humans (there are days we are very
thankful for that in the back of an enclosed ambulance…).
So researchers trained dogs to detect the scent of nasal secretions from COVID
19 patients. Amazingly (and I mean amazingly when you look at the sensitivity
and specificity of currently available COVID tests) the dogs were able to
differentiate between a positive and negative specimen with a sensitivity of
82.6% and a specificity of 96.4%.
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OK folks – Your choice. The applicator deep in your nose or the English Springer wagging his tail in the
corner?
Kidding aside, it’s a really intriguing use of the canine physiology to identify potential illness…
And by the way, a note from the CDC on pets and COVID…

• Don’t cry about it – You’ll get someone sick…
Did you know (I didn’t) that almost a third of COVID patients have some sort of conjunctivitis related
syndrome associated with their infection? And while very small, there is a subpopulation that had
COVID identified in their conjunctival as well as nasopharyngeal swab. So it appears that (again, while
small) tears may transmit COVID.
Wear your mask, wash your hands and stop crying for goodness sakes…
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•

COVID in your stool? No S#!%...

Ever heard of WBE? Me either.
So sewage can be used to determine the scale of a COVID-19 outbreak.
Sewage Epidemiology or Waste Based Epidemiology (WBE) approach has been successfully used to
track and provide early warnings of outbreaks of pathogenic viruses such as Hepatitis A, Poliovirus and
Norovirus. In untreated wastewater COVID-19 (excreted via feces then introduced to wastewater) can
survive from hours to days.
Detection of COVID-19 can be carried out with nucleic acid-based polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
assay, used for confirmation of COVID-19 patients around the globe. New cheaper and faster
monitoring tools are being developed to detect Covid-19 in wastewater by biosensors, ELISA, or paperbased indicator methods. This could allow the true scale of Covid-19 outbreak associated with
population link to a specific wastewater treatment plant.
No S#!%.
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So, I thought I would wander a bit off the beaten path and highlight some intriguing exploration
associate with COVID.
We’re fortunate to have researchers that are driven to find answers to help us contain and manage this
disease.
I’ll take the watch job. You can work with the water department… [Big Eyed Emoji].



I need your artistic genius…

It’s audience participation time.

I need some great new Friday Night under the Light photos of EMS Medicine “Under the Lights”.
Do me a favor if you can. Take some great nighttime FNuL pics and send them my way (remember, no
patients so we don’t have a Friday Night in Central Booking edition). I’ll use your photo – give you
credit and tell your story. GMR is such a great healthcare family. Send us something that shows your
pride, your humor and/or your strength…
And to make it a bit more competitive, I’ve asked one of our celebrity friends if he would judge the
photos next month and pick a winner.
I’ve got a $100.00 Amazon Gift Card for the winner…
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Epilogue…

So, Jeff Beeson is an amazing physician. We’re really fortunate to have him as part of GMR Medicine.
As a matter of fact, he was telling me the other day about some of his best diagnostic work…
He relayed the story of an elderly woman he was asked to see. She mentioned that no matter what,
when she passes gas, they are always silent and don’t smell a bit. To illustrate her point, she lets one go.
Old lady: “See, Doctor Beeson, it was silent, and I don’t smell anything.”
Beeson: “I see, I am going to give you a prescription, then I want you to come back in a week and see
how you are progressing.”
One week later, the old lady comes back.
Old lady: “I don’t know what you gave me, doc, but now my gas smells horrible!”
Jeff: “Great! Now that we fixed your sinuses, we can work on your hearing.”
He’s brilliant…
__________________
So, that’s it from my World. Happy Friday.
Keep yourselves warm and safe. This adventure we’re on continuously surprises us with new twists and
turns. I know some days it gets so frustrating because things weren’t supposed to be this way.
But we’ll all get through it and one day, we’ll look back and tell the stories. And we’ll be proud of what
we did and how we did it.
In the meantime, laugh a bit more and never forget what you mean to the people you take care of, the
families you support, your friends who put up with you (😊😊) and all of us.
Because one day we’re going to Mars…

Ed
Ed Racht, MD
edward.racht@gmr.net
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